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Image enhancementData analysis at the pixel level instead of the protein spot level in the context of experiments generating
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) images requires a complete workﬂow description starting with
an image analysis part (preprocessing and alignment), and ending with a statistical analysis. Here we de-
scribe the image analysis part of the workﬂow focusing on: 1) A nonlinear image intensity transformation en-
hancing the weaker protein signals. 2) A pixel-based 2DE image alignment method, based on a modiﬁed
version of the optical ﬂow principle. Image enhancement and alignment according to these principles was
found to improve data quality in the sense that it was possible to detect a larger portion of small protein
spots across 2DE gels without loss of information concerning the larger spots. Furthermore with the
presented method, the volume of protein spots after alignment is kept as before alignment.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
1.1. Alignment is necessary if different gels are to be compared
In two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) proteins are separat-
ed horizontally based on their isoelectric point, and then focused pro-
teins migrate vertically based on their molecular weights. According
to these two consecutive migration mechanisms, 2DE has the ability
to separate complex protein mixtures into a number of more or less re-
solved spots. These are chemically stained, then detected by imaging.
The location of each protein spot reﬂects the characteristic charge and
size of that protein species, while the size and intensity of the spot is re-
lated to its amount or concentration. In order to compare different gels,
protein spots in one gel image should match the location of the corre-
sponding spots in every other gel images.
Unfortunately, 2DE raw images are afﬂicted by strong, unwanted
technical variations of various kinds. These variations are not just due
to random recording noise, spikes and artefacts of various kinds, but
also to systematic errors, such as non-uniform background intensity,
non-constant intensity scaling, non-constant spot shape and inaccurate
spot positioning. The latter is particularly serious, and is caused by ex-
perimental variations in the structure of the gel, in the electric current,
in the solvent conditions, etc., all of which can affect the migration of30, Norway. Tel.: +47 481 469
sleth), sarin.nhek@noﬁma.no
NC-ND license.proteins across the gel differently from one gel to another. The ability
to overcome these experimental variations and properly align 2DE
gels greatly inﬂuences the quality of the analytical results.
The estimation of the motion ﬁelds needed to warp different gel
images to a common spatial pattern is far from trivial. In particular,
overlapping or missing spots can give serious motion estimation
errors, which in turn gives serious miss-alignments [1,2] and hence
a difﬁcult interpretation.1.2. Conventional pre-processing: spot detection before quantiﬁcation
The analysis of a set of 2DE images requires extensive preprocessing
of each image prior to the over-all interpretation. This preprocessing is
intended to give enhanced and visually interpretable gel images. In the
subsequent analysis, each detected spot is quantiﬁed in terms of its ob-
served spot volume (integral of signal), and reported in a table where
the rows represent the different gels and the columns represent the dif-
ferent protein species (as judged from their vertical and horizontal po-
sitions, respectively). Technically, the pre-processing pipeline consists
of removing spikes and obvious artefacts, smoothing noise, background
correction to ensure a smooth, constant baseline, and normalizing each
gel image to ensure a common intensity scale for a set of images.
Conventionally, the individual spots are then detected in each
image separately. Based on this spot information, different gel images
are aligned to each other spatially, and corresponding spots in the dif-
ferent images are identiﬁed, quantiﬁed and tabulated, e.g. for statisti-
cal analysis.
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• The earliest algorithms falling into the ﬁrst category are “landmark-
based”, i.e. they require (manual, semi-manual) matching of corre-
sponding spots located by their spot centres and align them. These
methods, used in some software products, are dependent on a good
spot detection. Semi-automatic, interactive approaches that combine
landmark-based and spot-based motion estimation are commonly
employed. We only mention a few of them: [3–10]. They may work
well. But they are cumbersome and time-consuming, since they re-
quire subjective, manual marking of anchors when automatic pattern
matching of corresponding spots is insufﬁcient.
• These traditional spot-based alignments of individual gels may in-
duce serious errors in the output tables of protein quantiﬁcations,
not the least due to incorrect spot detection, missing spots or partial-
ly overlapping spots [2]. Therefore some authors proposed to delay
spot detection till after image alignment [11–19] when all gels can
be segmented in the same way and therefore to keep the work pipe-
line at pixel level as long as possible. That approach will be pursued
here. But it requires a more robust alignment approach that does
not rely on precise spot detection.
• The second class of alignment is intensity-based and avoids the need
for spot detection and spot matching at the early stage of the 2DE
image processing [20–22]. Although promising as they don't require
spot detection, some authors [23,24] reported that pure intensity-
based image alignments are not robust enough and that landmarks
should be incorporated into intensity-based methods.
• The last alignment category is therefore hybrid and is made of mixed
landmark information and intensity-based methods [23–25]. Land-
marks are ﬁrst detected and used to guide the alignment process.
This is contrary to the traditional alignment, where landmarks are
input afterward to compensate inaccurate alignments. Hybrid align-
ment methods were already applied in other ﬁelds of science such
as medical imaging (brain and heart imaging) [26–29].
In video coding, different alignment approaches are sometimes
used, involving the estimation of dense, pixel-based motion ﬁelds
based on e.g. optimization of optical ﬂow [30,31]. They would be con-
sidered as pure intensity-based methods, or hybrid methods
depending if landmarks are included. These methods are apparently
not yet employed in 2DE analysis. Although they would require
some modiﬁcations, they may be potentially useful for 2DE.
1.3. Linear intensity for quantiﬁcation, nonlinear intensity for alignment
In 2DE, each sample usually contains several hundred proteins. A
few major proteins dominate by their large, very intense spots, while
most of the interesting proteins are at much lower concentrations and
hence much weaker spots. The smaller protein spots may be physically
present in the 2DE gel but their signal is so weak that they are not nec-
essary visible to the expert. Considering that proteins in smaller amount
can have more inﬂuence in a biological system than proteins in higher
amount, it is a reasonable idea to enhance pixel intensities to reveal
weaker proteins not only for visual purposes but also to improve the
precision of the alignment process or in later statistical analysis.
In most traditional cases the original intensity signal from the imag-
ing instrumentation (camera or scanner) is only modiﬁed with respect
to its additive baseline andmultiplicative scaling, but otherwise retained.
Fromaquantiﬁcation point of view thatmakes sense for e.g.ﬂuorescence
signals, which are expected to be proportional to protein concentration.
For silver staining and other methods that rely on light absorption, the
signal for each pixel may be transformed into absorbance to respond lin-
early to protein concentration, in accordance to Beer's Law. The ﬁnal
quantiﬁcation of proteins in terms of peak volumes (integrals of individ-
ual peaks) should be based on such linear or linearized signals.
But for other aspects of the 2DE data analysis, these protein-
proportional signals may not be optimal. A non-linear transform ofthe image response intensity at each pixel, designed to increase the con-
trast in low signalswhile distinguishing the baseline,may be very useful
for enhancing weak spots. That, in turn, may enhance the motion esti-
mation as well as the visualization.
However, for subsequent protein quantiﬁcation, an aligned version
of the original, untransformed linear-response images also is needed.
This can be attained in one of two ways:
1) Inverted transform: The nonlinearly transformed images may, after
alignment, be back-transformed, using the inverse of the nonlinear
transform. If e.g. the fourth root had beenused as nonlinear intensity
transform to enhance the motion estimation, then its inverse (the
fourth power) may be applied to the aligned image in order to ob-
tain aligned images with linear response to protein concentration.
In principle this works. However, in practice we have found these
types of enhancement to be hampered by quantization error, lead-
ing to a loss of resolution for the denser protein peaks.
2) Repeated warping: Alternatively, the original, linear-response
images may be morphed to the common reference image position.
Even though the motion ﬁelds were estimated based on the
nonlinearly transformed images, they may be also applied to the
untransformed images. In some commercial 2DE data analysis
systems — e.g. Progenesis Samespots 4 from Nonlinear Dynamics
Limited (Nonlinear Dynamics Limited, Keel House Garth Heads,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 2JE, UK) or — Delta2D 4 from Decodon
( DECODON GmbH BioTechnikum Greifswald, Walther-Rathenau-
Str. 49a, 17489 Greifswald German) — the user is invited to apply a
nonlinear signal enhancement prior to motion estimation, but we
have been unable to extract the resulting motion ﬁelds, so that we
could align also the original, linear images. The “repeatedwarping” al-
lows bypassing the quantization issue by applying the estimated mo-
tion ﬁeld from the enhanced images to the untransformed images
instead of applying the inverted transform.
Although the aim is to get aligned images, it is still interesting to
compute motion ﬁelds as they can be analysed afterward to dis-
cover eventual patterns in the 2DE gels. Motions should be inde-
pendent from one gel to another but if for instance there are
systematic patterns across the gels, they can indicate some infor-
mation about the gels structure.
1.4. A combined approach
Our overall aim is to provide a complete pixel-based workﬂow
intended to facilitate the analysis of sets of related 2DE images
pixelwise and image development videos [32]. The objective of the
present paper is to present two pre-processing steps in this workﬂow.
It combines nonlinear response enhancement and pixel-based mo-
tion estimation, and is intended to improve the alignment as well as
the subsequent protein quantiﬁcation.
In the following, we will ﬁrst describe the image enhancement by
non-linear transformation, then the use of optical ﬂow as a ﬁrst esti-
mation of the motion between images and ﬁnally the correction of
the estimated motion ﬁelds to a realistic motion in 2DE. This is ap-
plied to artiﬁcial and real data.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Preprocessing methodology
2.1.1. Image enhancement by non-linear bijective (one-to-one
correspondence) transformation
The purpose of the initial image processing step is enhancement of
the weaker and invisible spots. All protein spots need to be correctly
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give very faint spots on 2DE gels. But even faint spots, more or less in-
visible to the human eye, can carry information about local gel
misalignment. Enhancement of pixel intensities to emphasize the
weaker protein spots may bring out this information.
Strictly monotonous transformations, like nth root functions, Hill
functions, logistic or other sigmoid functions (Fig. 1), are all of poten-
tial interest for this purpose. Fig. 1 illustrates some of the nonlinear
response enhancement functions that can be used for converting an
input intensity x to an output response y, based on:the Hill function,
y ¼ 1−xð Þp1−xð Þpþθp (here parameter values: p=−20, θ=0.7).
• the logistic function, y ¼ aþ d
1þ xcð Þb
 e (here: a=0, b=−5, c=0.15,
d=1, e=1)
• and the power function, y=xp (here withp ¼ 14)
The slope of a good transformation has to be chosen very steep for
pixels with small values and correspondingly ﬂat for pixels with high
values. When performing those non-linear transformations to em-
phasize weak spots, care must be taken to avoid saturation of the
larger spots and over-emphasis on background intensities and
noise. In this respect, denoise ﬁltering before or after the non-linear
transformation may be required.
When using third-party software to align 2DE gel images, 16 bits
image ﬁle formats are normally used. Technically, 16 bits should cover
a range of values far from enough to work with. It allows using 216
different values, but the width between consecutive values can be too
narrow. It restricts the type of nonlinear transforms that can be used.
“Inverse transform” of the aligned images may blow up the quan-
tization errors and thus corrupt the quantitative information by a
restricted dynamic range available at highest scales if the image en-
hancement emphasises low intensities too much. The Hill and logistic
function in Fig. 1 illustrates the problem. Hence we decided to drop
the ﬁrst approach, “Inverted transform”, and instead focus on the sec-
ond approach, “Repeated warping” i.e. warping enhanced images
then using the motion ﬁeld that was estimated from these enhanced
images to warp original images.
Once the image enhancement is successfully completed, more re-
liable information is available for the image alignment to proceed. As
being at the main focus of the present paper, the following describes
the principle of optical ﬂow and its constraints.Fig. 1. Examples of non-linear transformations (excluding the ﬁrst diagonal). Pixels
with small values in abscissa span a larger range of values in ordinates as opposed to
pixels with high values.2.1.2. Optical ﬂow
When considering series of images of moving objects, the appar-
ent pixelwise motions between two consecutive frames can be de-
scribed by a 2D ﬁeld of vectors made of two coordinates: abscissa
for vertical motion and ordinates for horizontal motion. The resulting
ﬁelds of vectors, ﬁrst introduced by Gibson J. J. [33,34] are referred
to as the optical ﬂow (Fig. 2) describing the distribution of apparent
velocities of movement of brightness patterns in an image.
Although there are some formal distinctions between the deﬁni-
tion of optical ﬂow and the deﬁnition of motion ﬁeld [31,35] we
will consider the two terms as equivalent in the present paper. The
motion ﬁeld between two consecutive gel images contains informa-
tion about the movement of protein spots from one gel to another
and can therefore be used to compute the matching of two corre-
sponding spots.2.1.3. Notation and terminology
Each pixel in an image is deﬁned by its intensity, its vertical posi-
tion v and its horizontal position h. An image has Nv vertical pixels
and Mh horizontal pixels. Its intensity is denoted I (Nv×Mh). For the
present purpose it is practical to store the address (v,h) of the pixels
in two tables, the vertical and horizontal position matrices V
(Nv×Mh) and H (Nv×Mh). If index “n” represents the nth gel image
to be aligned, and “ref” the reference gel image, then In represents
the nth image to be aligned, and Iref the reference image to which
In is to aligned. For 2DE, V and H refer to the pixel positions in the pro-
tein spots — as well as in their intermediate, protein-free gel areas —
as deﬁned in Iref.
The aim of the alignment preprocessing is to estimate the motion
of matching 2DE spots between the two images In and Iref. In such
alignment, information in two domains needs to be kept track of —
intensity (reﬂecting protein concentration) and position V and H
(reﬂecting protein properties). To minimize confusion, it is some-
times helpful to use a notation that explicitly tells which intensity in-
formation is stored in which position address. Hence when moving
the spots in In back to their corresponding positions in Iref, we get
InAtref. The necessary warping is here termed the “moveback” opera-
tor. Conversely, if we e.g. want to generate an artiﬁcial image In, weFig. 2. a) Motion of a pixel can be represented by a vector. Each pixel is associated to a
vector that indicates its location in the subsequent frame. b) All the vectors form a mo-
tion ﬁeld DA with vertical and horizontal motion “images” DV and DH. In practice the
motion ﬁeld is unknown and has to be estimated.
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corresponding warping is here termed the “move” operator.
2.1.4. Motion estimation
The two matrices DVnAtref (Nv×Mh) and DHnAtref (Nv×Mh) rep-
resents the estimated vertical and horizontal motion ﬁelds (Fig. 2),
describing how spots etc. have moved from Iref to In. For each pixel,
its motion value is stored in the coordinate system of Iref (not in
that of In). When identiﬁcation is no problem, we simply use the
notation DV and DH:
DV ¼ VnAtref−V
DH ¼ HnAtref−H
Correspondingly DAnAtref (or simply DA) then refers to both hor-
izontal and vertical motion ﬁelds of the image In, stored in the refer-
ence position. Since the warping information about each spot in each
image is stored in its ﬁxed position in the reference image, the motion
ﬁelds DV and DH from different images may even be compared; this
is useful for detection of characteristic patterns in the undesired
between-gels movements. In order to describe the motion of spots
between Iref and In, it is necessary to estimate the motion ﬁelds DV
and DH from the image data.
2.1.5. Horn and Schunck's mathematical formulation of optical ﬂow
Horn and Schunck [30] established one of the ﬁrst mathematical
formulations to estimate Gibson's optical ﬂow between consecutive
images by using a gradient approach. Since then, it had numerous
improved versions (correlation-based, energy-based, parametric,
etc.) and is applied in many ﬁelds related to vision, images and
video.
Horn and Schunck's ﬁrst assumption is about the brightness con-
servation (BC) between two consecutive images and for small dis-
placements. It assumes that the brightness stays constant when
there is a small motion in space between two consecutive images.
Thepixel brightness (or pixel intensity) at spatial coordinates (v,h) of
the nth image is denoted E(v,h,n). In the 2DE case considered here, n
represents the gel number (in conventional video coding, n=1, 2, …
usually refers to time points). The ﬁrst assumption behind Horn andFig. 3. Nonlinear image enhancement. a) Input 2DE gel image In. b) In enhanced by nonline
allowed at least twice more peaks to be detected by commercial software; 98 spots were dSchunck's formalism concerns brightness conservation and requires
that the spatial and temporal changes are equal:
E v;h;nð Þ ¼ E vþ dv; hþ dh;nþ dnð Þ








þ ∂E∂n ¼ 0 ð1Þ
dv and dh are respectively vertical and horizontal small displacements
for thepixel at spatial coordinates (v,h). In addition, as image numbering
is discreet, dn is actually equal to 1. In order to simplify notation, small
spatial displacements are rewritten with capital letters to refer to the
motion ﬁelds DV and DH.
DV ¼ dv
dn
¼ dv; DH ¼ dh
dn
¼ dh
Although in the notation and terminology paragraph DV and DH
were matrices, they can also be considered as the following functions
in order to keep mathematical notations consistent:
DV : v; hð Þ↦DV v;hð Þ; DH : v;hð Þ↦DH v; hð Þ





















Solving the linear Eq. (2) will determine the motion ﬁeld DA, but
Eq. (2) cannot be solved yet without Horn and Schunck's the second
assumption.ar response transformation, in this case a Hill function with parameters. The transform
etected in a) 263 spots were detected in b).
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the sense that the optical ﬂow is expected to be regular. This is also called
the smoothness constraint (SC) and is formulated by theminimization of










The motion ﬁelds DV and DH are estimated by minimizing a
combination of the two previous assumptions (BC) and (SC):















α2 is a regularization constant that prevents the noise in regions
where the brightness gradient is small, to affect the optical ﬂow esti-
mation [30]. Although α2 acts as a smoothing parameter, it is not ca-
pable of smoothing the optical ﬂow strongly enough to match
realistic motions in 2DE.
This assumption is useful in 2DE images. Since a protein spot is local-
ized according to its electric charge and its weight, it is physically inca-
pable of jumping from one side of the gel to another side; it stays
approximately within the same area in all the gels. At a more detailed
level, proteins should not even pass each other — the motion ﬁelds are
usually expected to be reasonably monotonous. So for the problems
we study, the motion ﬁelds do not display folding.
In order to test and apply the method described above, we adapted
an optical ﬂow-based program that was developed and kindly put at
our disposal by the company Nio Inc. (Nio. Inc.10700 Stringfellow
Road Suite 10 Bokeelia, FL. 33922, USA) for video surveillance. The pro-
gram estimates the motion ﬁelds DV and DHwith complete motion in-
formation at pixel level. In addition it was made available to us as a
compiled function that can be called from e.g. Matlab, which allowed
us to stay within one programming environment. Without modiﬁca-
tions this motion estimator turned out to be “too good” in the sense
that it optimized the optical ﬂow criterion too well for our purpose.
Irregularities occurred in the obtained motion ﬁelds, which were as-
cribed to the fact that the assumptions concerning optical ﬂow are not
completely satisﬁed for 2DE images.
First of all, the assumption about exact spatiotemporal brightness
conservation may be too rigorous here because:
a) If very large motions occur from gel to gel, this local continuity
assumption is violated. A multi-resolution approach may overcomeFig. 4. Nonlinear signal transform illustrated. a) In enhanced by a 4th root transformation (4
teins signal is in blue and the enhanced signal by a 4th root transformation (including backthis issue if the brightness conservation (BC) still holds reasonably
well for coarse image scales, and that is usually true for 2DE.Motions
that are large at high resolutions become small displacements at
lower resolutions.
b) The protein composition of different samples differs somewhat.
Therefore they yield different spot intensities. Even if the total
amount of proteins is the same in all gels, or the signals have
been normalized to a constant apparent protein sum, local bright-
ness conservation is not maintained if a certain spot is large in
one image and small or absent in another image.
Secondly, the assumption about local smoothness in motion is not
necessarily valid. Smoothness in motion means that pixels move in the
same direction as their neighbours. In video coding this property is not
true at object boundaries. For example, if a person walks in front of a
wall, the motion ﬁeld related to the person should reﬂect the person's
motion whereas the motion ﬁeld related to the wall should be null as
the wall does not move. Therefore the motion ﬁeld should be irregular
around the border of the person's shape. If the smoothness assumption
is too constraining, a regular motion ﬁeld will make part of the wall (or
the whole wall if the smoothness constraint is global) move along with
the motion of the person. This will render a very strange scene.
For 2DE images, the smoothness constraint is not a problem as for
a video scene, rather the opposite. With analogy to the previous ex-
ample, if a protein spot is the person walking and the gel background
is the wall, the motion occurring in the background (i.e. region out-
side the protein spot) should be similar to the motion within the pro-
tein spot. In video, the wall has to stay still as it does not move but for
2DE images the background does move. Although there is no bright-
ness information to estimate the motion within background regions,
it is still possible to simulate this motion to re-establish an overall
smooth motion for 2DE images as opposed to an irregular motion
ﬁeld for a video scene.
2.1.6. Smoothing the obtained motion ﬁelds
Because the motion ﬁelds in our 2DE image application were
expected to be rather smooth, we implemented a “piecewise protein-
informed local smoothing” in order to correct for artefacts in the estimat-
edmotion ﬁelds. The fact that motion pattern within a 2DE gel is neither
rigid nor chaotic (unless a gel has been torn) justiﬁes this choice. It
should be noted that due to the brightness conservation constraint, if
one particular gel shows a protein spot present in much higher amounts
than in the reference gel, a direct local matching of the intensity patterns
between the gels in this region may be difﬁcult: A direct motion ﬁeld05 spots were detected). b) Slice of In along the red dotted line where the original pro-
ground correction) is in red.
Fig. 5. Three-step automatic motion correction illustrated by synthetic data: optical ﬂow followed by smoothing and peak volume correction. a) Input reference image Iref, b) input
image to be aligned, In. c) and d) horizontal and vertical motion ﬁelds DV and DH, obtained by optical ﬂow estimation. e) and f) Smoothed DV and DH respectively. g) The effect of
smoothing on the estimated motion ﬁeld: A slice of the horizontal motion ﬁeld DH illustrated. Green=true, synthetic motion. Blue=motion ﬁeld estimated by optical ﬂow. Red=
estimated motion ﬁeld after smoothing. h) Input intensity differences with effects on motion ﬁeld estimates: Thin red line= Iref. Thick red line= In. i) Output intensity conse-
quences of smoothed, volume-retaining motion ﬁeld: Thin blue line= InAtRef using the motion ﬁeld DV and DH directly from optical ﬂow estimation which is distorted because
of the assumption on brightness conservation. Thick blue line= InAtRef using smoothed DV and DH; volume corrected.
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range of the peak with both too high and too low estimates in the corre-
sponding neighbourhood, but smoothing of the motion ﬁeld estimates
for DV and DH can be used to compensate for this irregularity.
Local spatial smoothing can be done in different ways. We used a lo-
cally weighted least squares approach, for each gel image individually,
and for DV and DH separately. In summary, for DV it consists in ﬁrst
splitting a motion ﬁeld into a set of partially overlapping local image
tiles. Within each tile and restricted to the pixels where there is clearly
an informative protein signal, we ﬁt a polynomial surface to themotion
values from the optical ﬂow estimation. The polynomials were ﬁtted
with a regression method capable of handling possible rank deﬁciency
in the case of having too few informative pixels within a tile. The
obtained local polynomial surface is extrapolated also to more or less
non-informative pixels, i.e. outside the main protein spots. Finally, one
can combine the smoothed local polynomial results into piecewise
smooth motion ﬁelds for DV and DH by weighted averaging.
Smoothing the motion ﬁeld within protein spot areas ﬁxes arte-
facts caused by the brightness conservation (BC) constraint, whileextrapolating the motion ﬁelds outside protein spots — based on the
assumption of smooth motion ﬁelds (SC) — restores the motion that
should have occurred within these regions although no brightness
information was actually available. Thereby, proteins present in very
low amounts have a chance to be correctly aligned.
2.1.7. Volume retention
Although the described motion estimation avoids collapsed and
distorted spots, the “moveback” operator that brings In to InAtRef,
does not necessarily retain spot volumes, i.e. the volume of a spot in
InAtRef is different from its initial volume in In. However, retrieving
the original spot volume can be done by multiplying the moved
image InAnRef by the Jacobian [36] of the motion ﬁeld DA:




↦ vþ DV v;hð Þ
hþ DH v; hð Þ
 
:
Fig. 6. Three-step motion correction illustrated by real 2DE data. a) Input reference image Iref . b) Input image to align In, green circle: peaks that will illustrate motion artefacts. c) and
d): One-step motion estimation: vertical and horizontal motion ﬁelds DV and DH generated by optical ﬂow estimation. e) Effect of One-step motion estimation: aligned image InAtRef, red
circle=destroyed spots in. f) and g): Two-step motion estimation: motion ﬁelds DV and DH obtained after smoothing the optical-ﬂow estimates. h) Effect of two-step motion estimation,
followed by volume correction: aligned image InAtRef, blue circle=retained spots.
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(therefore conservation of volume):
∬Eðv;hÞdvdh ¼∬JðDAÞEðDAðv; hÞÞdvdh:
Here J(DA) is the Jacobian of the motion ﬁeld DA with:





















Therefore, if a spot has been moved according to a motion DA, its
original volume can be retrieved by multiplication withJ(DA). Once
DA is smoothed, volume retention is applied by default.
2.2. Images to be preprocessed
We ﬁrst tested the non-linear transformation and two-step align-
ment method on synthetic spots and then applied it — coupled with
the image enhancement — on real 2DE images.
2.2.1. Synthetic data
The synthetic data consisted of spots with Gaussian shapes of
varying volumes and locations, generating Iref. A synthetic motionﬁeld was generated by polynomials of various orders for both DV
and DH, and applied in a “move” operator to generate In.
2.2.2. Real data
2DE data were obtained from muscle samples of two different
pigs, as part of a larger experiment (Tessema B et al. in prep 2011). Fluo-
rescence 2D difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE) was performed: a
volume of protein sample equivalent to 50 μg was labelled with
400 pmol of CyDye (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden).
The sample was vortexed and left on ice for 30 min in the dark. The re-
action was stopped by adding 1 μl 10 mM lysine, then the sample was
vortexed and incubated on ice for 10 min in the dark. An equal volume
of TES buffer was added after the protein sample was labelled. The sam-
ple was vortexed and left on ice for 10 min. ReadyStripTM IPG strips
(24 cm) (Bio-Rad Laboratories) spanning the pH region 5–8 including
many of the metabolic enzymes were used in the ﬁrst dimension.
The isoelectric focusing was performed on Pharmacia Multiphor (GE
Healthcare). Proteins were separated on 12.5% SDS-PAGE in second
dimension using the Ettan Dalttwelve Large Format Vertical System
(GE Healthcare). After SDS-PAGE, CyDye labelled gels were scanned
directly using the Ettan DIGE Imager (GE Healthcare). The excitation/
emission wavelengths for Cy3 and Cy5 were 540/595 nm and 635/
680 nm, respectively.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Enhancing images by a non-linear bijective transformation
Proteins in the 2DE gels were very faint; only large protein spots
were visible. Among the various transformations that would enhance
Fig. 7. Comparison of pretreatments for two real 2DE gel images. a) Input data Iref. b) Input data In. c) Response transform only: display of In1/4–Iref1/4. d) Alignment of untransformed In
into InAtRef, then transform for visualization: display of InAtRef1/4–Iref1/4 e) Response transform followed by alignment using one-stepmotion estimation: In1/4 aligned to Iref1/4 bymotion
ﬁeld DA from optical ﬂow estimation only: display of InAtRef1/4–Iref1/4. f) Response transform and alignment using two-step motion estimation and volume correction: In1/4 aligned to
Iref1/4 by smoothed motion ﬁeld DA from optical ﬂow estimation, followed by volume correction: display of InAtRef1/4–Iref1/4.
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Hill function and noticed a very signiﬁcant increase of the number of
spots that Progenesis Samespots 4 could detect (Fig. 3). 98 spots were
detected on the original image (Fig. 3a) and 263 spots on the image
(Fig. 3b) that was transformed by a Hill function.
This type of enhancement is very simple to use and yet is surpris-
ingly effective. Enhancing images with a fourth root transformation
(Fig. 4) also improves the segmentation and the alignment process.
As it exhibits more protein spots than if no enhancement was done,
it feeds the alignment process with more information. The fourth
root transformation also reduces problems due to quantization
error as the steepness of the slope for high pixel values is not as
ﬂat as for the Hill or the logistic function (depending on itsparameters). As we chose the “repeated warping” approach instead
of the “inverted transform” approach, we could have kept for the
alignment procedure a stronger enhancement such as the Hill or
logistic function and not use their inverts to bypass quantization
errors. Nevertheless the fourth root transformation already gave
good alignment results.
The 2DE images we used were not too exposed to noise. If it had
been the case, one should be careful not to emphasize noise along
with weak spots.
3.1.1. Background correction and normalization
As inconsistent background occurs independently on any 2DE gels
and disturbs the alignment process, we used the asymmetric
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[37]. After the background subtraction, the gels were normalized to
a constant total protein peak area.
3.1.2. Identifying informative pixels
To identify informative pixels clearly representing protein re-
sponse, we used a morphologic-based spot detector [19]. This choice
was only a matter of convenience—wemight also have used a simple
thresholding, since this step is only used for selecting informative
pixels, and not for protein segmentation.
3.1.3. Very irregular motion ﬁeld implies collapsing and distorted spots
A smoothing parameter value of α2=100 was used in the results
reported here. Low values of α2 will generate very irregular motion
ﬁelds. There are no noticeable differences in the smoothness of
the motion ﬁelds for values above 100. From the image reference
Iref (Fig. 5a) and In, the image to align (Fig. 5b), an uncorrected mo-
tion ﬁeld is estimated (Fig. 5c–d). The uncorrected motion ﬁeld is
smoothed by ﬁtting and interpolating a polynomial and gives the
corrected motion ﬁeld (Fig. 5e–f). The area where the polynomial is
ﬁtted is delimited by the blue vertical dotted lines. Outside this area
the polynomial is interpolated (Fig. 5g). Slices of the horizontal mo-
tion ﬁelds show the irregularity of the uncorrected estimated motion
ﬁeld (Fig. 5g, blue line) within the spot area and the smooth version
(Fig. 5g, red line), in comparison with the original synthetic motion
(Fig. 5g, green line). When the spot to align (Fig. 5h, thick red line)
has a different volume than the reference spot (Fig. 5g, thin red
line), moving the spot without correcting the motion ﬁeld destroys
the shape of the spot (Fig. 5i, thin blue line). If the irregularities of
the motion ﬁeld are smoothed, the shape of the spot is restored
(Fig. 5i, thick blue line).
Although the diffusion of proteins on 2DE gels is assumed to be
smooth, with real 2DE gels (Fig. 6a–b) the estimated motion ﬁeld
DH and DV (Fig. 6c–d) is very irregular. The motion ﬁelds DV and
DH are scattered with volcano shapes characteristic of collapsed
spots or much distorted spots. Apparently, the estimator has searched
for very strong, detailed motions, to force every pixel in In to ﬁt to a
corresponding density in Iref. For pixels where no match could be
found, the motion ﬁeld has attained some intermediate value.
If no corrections are made to the estimated motion ﬁelds, these
strong motions destroy the shape of the spots (Fig. 6e, red circle).
To relax the strength of the motion, a smoothing by polynomial ﬁtting
within the area of protein spots and interpolating this polynomialFig. 8. Same 2DE images aligned by a) Samespots, b) fuzzywarping, c) optical ﬂowwithDA smoooutside the spots areas makes the motion ﬁeld more regular and be-
comes more realistic (Fig. 6f–g). It prevents spots to follow stiff mo-
tions and the shape of protein spots can be restored (Fig. 6h, blue
circle).
3.1.4. A mosaic to locally correct the motion ﬁeld
In the reported results, we used 64 by 64 pixels subimage tiles and
32 pixels of margin for the tiles overlap which actually meant that
every pixel is covered by at least two tiles. Within each subimage,
when a spot is detected, the motion ﬁeld is ﬁtted by a polynomial of
order 3.
3.1.5. With or without image enhancement, with or without motion ﬁeld
smoothing
If 2DE images are aligned without the beneﬁt of an image
enhancement — for instance a nonlinear transformation — visible
spots can still be well aligned but invisible spots will be excluded
from the alignment process. As shown in Fig. 7, if there is no image
enhancement, Iref (Fig. 7a) and In Fig. 7b displays only a few visible
spots. Fig. 7c displays differences between Iref and In once they are
enhanced by a 4th root transformation. White pixels reﬂect higher in-
tensity in Iref than in In, while conversely black pixels show higher in-
tensity in In than in Iref. Most of the protein spots were actually
invisible without image enhancement, in fact invisible spots account
for almost all the spots.
If Iref and In are aligned without image enhancement and if their
aligned differences are enhanced to display invisible spots (Fig. 7d),
one can see that visible spots are indeed aligned but spots that were
invisible in ﬁrst place are actually not aligned. They are left out of
the alignment process.
If the image enhancement is done prior to the alignment, invisible
spots are then available for the motion estimator to proceed. Fig. 7e
shows a much better alignment when the image enhancement is
done before the alignment. Differences between Iref and InAtref are
very few.
Actually, Iref and InAtref have become too similar (Fig. 7e). The op-
tical ﬂow motion estimator estimated a motion ﬁeld DA that aligned
“too well” the enhanced images. Smoothing the estimated motion
ﬁeld DA — for instance here, by a piecewise weighted polynomial
ﬁtting— corrects DA to a more realistic motion for 2DE images. Apply-
ing the smooth DA instead of the raw DA retrieves collapsed and
distorted spots (Fig. 7f). Comparison of 2DE images becomes much
easier once they are aligned.thing and volume retention. Those images are displayed by using theMatlab code from [18].
Fig. 10. Location of nine spots for volume comparison.
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This paper has no intention to compare alignment method perfor-
mances in theﬁrst place. The aim is to present a differentway of aligning
2DE images that is not necessarily better but that does give interesting
contributions. If compared with two other alignment methods — one
from Samespots 4 (without nonlinear enhancement andwithoutmanu-
al anchors) and one from the automated alignment method based on
fuzzy warping [18] (with nonlinear enhancement)— a visual inspection
shows relatively similar performances of all three methods for the 2DE
images considered in this paper (Fig. 8).
The correlation between the aligned image InAtref and the reference
image gives an additional illustration of the “over ﬁtting” of the raw op-
tical ﬂow estimator (i.e. without DA smoothing andwithout volume re-
tention). A strong correlation does not only mean that InAtref is well
aligned to Iref. It means that spots in InAtref are forced to match those
in Iref not just in terms of space location but also in terms of volume.
When using the “raw optical ﬂow”, spots in InAtrefwill be distorted
and even disappear to match the content of Iref. The correlation will
then be stronger (Fig. 9) for the “raw optical ﬂow” as it tries to distort
the image more than the other methods. Although the “raw optical
ﬂow” has the strongest correlation, it is the least interesting as the
resulting aligned image is not usable because of disappearing or distorted
spots.3.1.7. Lack of spot volume retention of two other alignment methods
If we look at the spot volumes in In and in InAtrefwhen aligned by
those methods (“Samespots”, “fuzzy warping”, “optical ﬂow with mo-
tion ﬁeld correction but without volume retention”, “optical ﬂow with
motion ﬁeld correction and with volume retention”), we notice that
none of them keep the original spot volumes except for the “optical
ﬂow with motion ﬁeld correction and with volume retention”. We se-
lected nine spots across the gel and computed their volume before
and after alignment. The volumes in the aligned image can differ by
more than 10% from their original value (Figs. 10–11). Volume wise,
spots in Samespots are actually not the same. We do not know how
Samespots handles spot volumes. Hopefully we expect that spot vol-
umes from the original image are kept and used in the ﬁnal statistical
analysis rather than volumes from the aligned image as they are not
correct. With optical ﬂow, we know why spots in the aligned image
are distorted or different in volume from spots in the original image
and we correct them. For the two other methods, we can only observe
those differences without explaining them. Further investigations
would be needed to understand their lack of volume retention.
In the theory section regarding volume retention, we explained
how the original volume can be retrieved by rescaling the aligned
image by the Jacobian of its motion ﬁeld. For the nine selected
spots, we can see that although the “optical ﬂow with motion ﬁeld
correction and without volume retention” can modify volumes as
much as the other alignment methods, the volume correction by the
Jacobian always adjust the volume close to its original value (Fig. 11).Fig. 9. Correlation between InAtRef and Iref for the different alignment methods.4. Conclusion
Although the present preprocessing procedure was automated as
long as its parameters are well setup, it is still possible to implement
manual anchors by manually modifying the estimated motion ﬁelds
if even more ﬂexibility is needed to improve the alignment. But one
should be careful not to introduce unrealistic motions when using
anchors. There can also be other improvements to be done by inves-
tigating for instance other nonlinear transforms and other motion
ﬁelds ﬁtting.
A smoothing of the motion ﬁelds from the optical ﬂow estimation
was presently found to be necessary, because increasing the smoothing
parameterα2 in the optical ﬂow criterion did not alone ensure sufﬁcient
smoothness with the present software implementation. For now the
results are regarded as sufﬁciently good to proceed further on to the
second part of our end-to-end pixel-based workﬂow where we will
use statistical analysis of aligned 2DE images at pixel level rather than
spot level. As 2DE images can now be aligned pixelwise without loss
of information due to premature segmentation, they are suitable for
any type of statistical analysis at pixel level.
We have here shown that a nonlinear transform of 2DE gel images
improves signiﬁcantly the visualization of weak protein spots and helps
the alignment process. We have also shown the possibility of avoiding
the limitations of a spot-based motion estimation approach by using
a motion compensation based on dense motion ﬁelds, obtained by a
modiﬁed optical ﬂow estimator. Thus, our proposal for pre-processing
of series of 2DE gel images has four elements: 1) a non-linear intensity
transformation to amplify weak protein spots, 2) a pixel-based estima-
tion of motion ﬁelds based on optical ﬂow computation, followed
by 3) a weighted smoothing of the motion ﬁelds and 4) a volume-
retaining correction of the aligned image intensities.
Finally, we have shown that spot volumes can be lost by any of the
considered alignment methods. We gave a way to retrieve the original
volumes by rescaling the aligned image by the Jacobian of its motion
ﬁeld. If Samespots and fuzzy warping can output dense motion ﬁelds
they can ﬁx this lack of volume retention in the same manner.
As this is the ﬁrst time optical ﬂow is used for 2DE image align-
ment, the method needs to be more mature and would require
some improvements, for example in adjusting all the parameters
that are depending on the quality and the complexity of 2DE. There
is no validation procedure at the moment to control the effect of the
adjustable parameters on the quality of the alignment. Correlation
cannot be used as a criterion of good alignment; a more suitable
Fig. 11. Difference in volume as percentage of the original volume of nine spots for each alignment methods.
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real 2DE gel images were aligned successfully without any manual
inputs once parameters were set properly. This preprocessing is pres-
ently being employed to facilitate the statistical analysis of a large set
of related 2D gel electrophoresis gels (Nhek et al. in prep 2011).
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